Evoplay Entertainment set to unveil its
second 3D / VR title at ICE 2019
Sprinkle slot to follow showcasing of industry’s first 3D/VR title at ICE 2018
Malta, 30th January 2019: Evoplay Entertainment, the innovative game development studio, is to
showcase its second fully 3D / VR in-browser enabled slot title at ICE 2019.

The game, Sprinkle, takes players on a VR enhanced, 3D-dive into a psychedelic world
of luminescent mushrooms, enveloped by an accompanying soundtrack of dreamy
music serving to enhance the unique gaming experience even more.
As well as boasting generous features that include wild substitutions and a range of free
spins, a combination of neon graphics and smooth animation showcases Sprinkle as a
thrilling, unforgettable slot powered by cutting-edge technology.
Coming hot on the heels of the developer’s highly acclaimed Necromancer title, which
was nominated for a host of awards in 2018, including Best Gaming Innovation at
December’s SBC Awards, Evoplay Entertainment plans to cement its innovative
reputation further by continuing to unveil some of the industry’s most advanced slots at
headline events.
As well as Sprinkle, Evoplay Entertainment plans on showcasing its latest table games,
including American Roulette and a teaser for its upcoming breakthrough RPG slot to be
released soon after ICE 2019 -– all of which can be found at stand N7-350, with Chief
Business Officer Kate Romanenko and her team on hand to demonstrate their unique
features.
Evoplay Entertainment CEO, Alexander Levchenko said: “Our mission with every game is to revolutionise
the iGaming user experience through innovative gameplay.
“ICE is the hottest event on the industry’s calendar, and we intend on picking up where we left off in
2018, where the unveiling of Necromancer proved to be one of the show’s biggest hits. We look forward
to showcasing our leading industry content to our fellow gaming aficionados at stand N7-350!”
Evoplay Entertainment’s latest titles join a 60-strong portfolio of slots, table, and
instant games produced at the company’s development studios in Ukraine. Licenced in Curacao, with
additional licences In Malta and the UK on their way, ithas established a network of
partnerships throughout Asia, the CIS, and Europe.
For more information on Evoplay Entertainment, or to schedule a meeting with Kate and her team at
ICE 2019, please contact business@evoplay.games.

